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Summary

Expression for improved upper bound for interaction sum ofsquares in two-
way unbalanced classification isderived and compared numerically with the
upper bound given by Federer andZelen [1] andtheexact value by the least
squares procedure. An indirect approach for the analysis of variance is also
suggested without any matrix inversion.
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Introduction

In case of non-orthogonality caused by unequal cell frequencies the
addition theorem of sums of squares does not hold except where sub
class frequencies are proportional. In such situations, when all the sub
classes are filled, a method ofanalysis using weighted squares of means
was first suggested by Yates [7], He, however, did not derive the expres
sions for the interaction sum of squares except in thecases of two factors
at least one of which was only at level two. The general procedure of
analysis by the weighted squares of means was given by Federer and
Zelen [1] who also gave the exact expression for the interaction sum of
squares. Their formula for computing the interaction sum ofsquares
involved two terms, an upper bound for the sum ofsquares and a correc
tion term. Their upper bound is simple to calculate but the correction
term involves the solution of least square equations or matrix inversion
which may be involved in many situations.
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In this paper, an improved upper bound has been obtained for the
interaction sum of squares in the case of two way unbalanced classifica
tion which has been numerically compared with the upper bound of
Federer and Zelen and with the exact value obtained by the method of
least squares. An indirect approach for analysis of two-way unbalanced
classification is also suggested by using the upper bound or the improved
upper bound without going for the solution of least squares equations or
matrix inversion.

2. Expressions for Upper Bound and Improved Upper Boand for
Interaction Sum of Squares

Let A and B be the two factors with levels a and b, respectively. Sup
pose Yiiu, the fcth observation of ;th level of B and ith level of A, is
represented by

Yijic = m Oi hi + + eijit,

{i = \, 2, . , . , a', j = \, 1, . . . , b\

k=\,2 m,)

(2.1)

where, m is the general mean, oi the efi"ect of the ith level of the factor
A, b, the effect of the 7th level of B, (ab){j the efiFect of (y)th level of the
interaction AB, eat the error variable and tin (> 1) the (y)th cell
frequency.

The upper bound for interaction, derived by Federer and Zelen, is ;
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The expression (2.2) can be written as:
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/=1
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7=1 i.""
where,

. DZ = 9ij - ,
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(2.3)

(2.4)

For improved upper bound, we replace unweighted mean j>.; by a weight
ed mean . j and D*^ by

dii = ^13 —

where,
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Thus, the improved upper boiind is given by
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(2.5)

(2.6)

Following Singh [5], the expression (2.6) would give the value of
interaction SSmore close to the exact value than that of (2.2) if,

b f- a

I y_L(4._ "t )
b

Z""
>0

(2.7)

It is interesting to note that the expression (2.6) becomes, as shown
below, equal to the expression for interaction, as given by Yates [7],
when the factor B has only two levels:
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From (2.5) we write

a

S

dii = Su a —^' 7= 2
S

/=!

From (2.6), SSabiu is written as

SSabiu = S w {dii - di^y, (2.8)
i=l

where

a

s Wi (j>n — j><2)

dii - dii = yn - ya - ~— ^2,9)
S Wi

1= 1

If we write, di = - ya, then (2.8) can be simplified to

( S w, dX
SSabw = ^ wtdi , (2.10)

j=l S Wi
i=l

which is the expression obtained by Yates [7] as may be seen from
Shedecor and Cochran [4] and Steel and Torri [6], but the same is not
true for the Federer and Zelen's upper bound except for their exact
expression for interaction SS.

The computation of exact interaction SS from either of the methods,
the Federer and Zelen method of weighted squares of means or the
method of fitting constants, needs the solution of least square equations
or matrix inversion. The improved upper bound (2.6) or the upper bound
(2.2), however, do not need any matrix inversion. As revealed from the
numerical comparison (see Table below in Sec. 4) the improved upper
bound (2.6) is a better approximation to the exact value of the interac
tion SS and hence may be used for routine analysis.

3. Indirect Approach of Analysis for Two Way Unbalanced Classification

When interaction effect is significant; the adjusted sums of squares due
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to main efiFects may be computed by the weighted squares of means pro
cedure (Yates, [7] and Federer andZelen, [1]). In case ofnon-significant
interaction, these formulae are no longer applicable (Kramer, [3]). The
general procedure of getting the exact values ofmain eflfect sums of
squares, when interaction eflfect is non-significant, is the least squares
procedure of fitting constants that requires the solution of least squares
equations and hence matrix inversion. An indirect procedure of analysis
under such situation is given below which does not needany matrix
inversion.

By least squares procedures the sum of squares due to interaction ii:

SSab = R {m, Oi, bj, iab)tj} —R(m, m, bj), O-D

where R {m, at, bj, {ab)t)} is the total reduction in sum of squares due
a

to the constants fitted in the interaction model and is equal to

S mjyff, the between cell sum of squares, since all the variability

among AB sub-class is accounted for by the main effects and interaction
and R{m, oj, bi) is the total reduction in the sum of squares due to the
constants fitted in the model without interaction and may be written as
follows:

R(m, a,, b,) = Hi. fl- + .SIm (3-2)

= S n., a,, + , (3.3)

where

b a

m. = S mu n.i = S «« and
;=1 >•=!

^ 1 "Poi. =1^7- Z ^

and and are the adjusted sums of squares due to A adjusted
for B and B adjusted for A, respectively.

Our problem is to obtain and If we know Rim, ai, bj) the
estimates for and can be obtained from (3.2) and (3.3), respect
ively, after substituting the value of R{ni, at, bj). The value of R{m, au bj)
fnay be obtained from (3.1) after substituting the value of i?{m, fl/, 6;,
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(.ab)i}}, as between cell sum of squares, and the interactions sum of
squares. The value of interaction sum of squares may be obtained as an
approximation from upper bound or the improved upper bound as
mentioned above. The improved upper bound is the better approxima
tion than the upper bound, so it may be used in place of interaction sum
of squares in (3.1) to obtain R{m, ai, bj) and then and In this
way the matrix inversion or the solution of least squares equations in
analysis of two way unbalanced classification is avoided.

4. Numerical Examples

The following Table shows the comparative picture of the values of
interaction sum of squares obtained by least squares procedure, upper
bound (Federer and Zelen) and improved upper bound from four sets of
data. All the computations were rounded up to 4 decimal places.

Method Sets of data
I 2 3 4

Upper bound 1.5132 7.9719 125.5709 114.4755

Improved upper bound 1.5097 6.9835 123.2708 116.6128

Exact (least squares) 1.4896 6.4048 117.4965 113.3571
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